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and the refinement of Monte Carlo procedures for modelling the distribution 

of neutral gas in the outer magnetosphere. In addition. the role of inductive 

electric fields in the acceleration of plasmas has been examined with appli-

cation to the earth's magnetosphere and the sun.and a step toward a clear 

understanding of magnetic reconnect ion is emerging from quantum theory concepts 

ap~lied to space plasmas. 

We ex~ect our work in these various areas to continue productively during 

the tenure of this grant and that, as in the past, new and innovative concepts 

will emerge for future research. 
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SMALL-SCALE IONOSFHERIC IRREGULARITIES 

J. P. McClure. Ce •• r V.ll.d.re •• B. L. Cr •• in .nd W. B. H.n.on 

W. h.ve conceived .nd developed new in.truments th.t h.ve proved u.eful 

in unravelin, the v.ri.d pl .... in.tability proc ••••• pr ••• nt in the iono.ph.r •• 

w. report here on two aspects of our plaa .. in.tability studi •• : 1) d •• ian 

consideration for the comb filter bank intended to extend observ.tiona down to 

1 m ~cale without ~ignificantly incre.sing telemetry requirement •• and. 2) the 

ch.r.cteri~tic. of a newly discovered inst.bility category found uniquely in 

the bottomside equatorial nighttime F region within 12° or less from the dip 

.qu.tor. 

Though our in~truments have revealed new plas .. processes through un

pr.cdd.nt~d sen.itivity to and spatial resolution of small-.mplitude. small

~c.l. tluctu.tion~ 1n pl~sma concentration Ni ~nd drift Vi' the full bandwidth 

~ar.bilitv of th~s~ instrum.nts h.~ not yet been fully exploited, partly because 

of tho limits of ~vailablo t~l~metry on the AE and DE spacecraft. We have 

designed an ~nalog filter having wide dynamic range for use with our drift meter 

and Nt ddtcH'tl'r to be flown on an upcoming Don satellite. The fUt~r channels 

have logarithmic det~ctor. to maximize thp!~ dynamic range; the linear amplifier 

pucdding thos. filters is locked on a range tllat is optimum at a time just 

aftor th~ filter outputs have been telemetered, and not allowed to change 

until they arc again telemetered. Th~ nature of the proces.e. being studied 

i. to change rapidly in space, and hence in time in the satellite frame. Th ••• 

chanao. can be followed at a resolution of .everal tens of meters via the normal 

tolometry ~nd, if the changes are not too rapid. average plasma properties at 

shortor scale siz •• \tu ~l m) will be accurately sampl.d by the filters. though 
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A new phenomenon consisting of km-scale "vertically" oriented alternaU-

ly rising and falling sheets of plasma in the nighttime equatorial F region 

has been studied. We have called it BSS because of it~ "Botto_ide Sinus-

oidal" signature. It appears some 6% of the time, only on the bottomside of 

the F region, and with an east-west scale size of 0.3- to 3-km. Sinusoidal Vi 

fluctuations also appear, exactly in phase with the sinusoidal Ni fluctuations 

such that the depletions in Ni move upward while the enhancements move down

ward. North-south motions likewise are sinusoidal and phased-locked to the Ni 

variations such that plasma moving upward flows away from the equator and vice 

versa, as one might expect on theoretical grounds. BSS is independent of other 

typical larger-scale equatorial instability signatures such as the deep plasma 

"bubbles" or depletions and the large-scale corrugations in F-region altitude. 

Anyone, any two or all three of these signatures may be seen near the same 

location or widely separated on a given orbit. BSS is long lived. Stable 

patches are seen on two and even three successive orbits through a given region. 

The east-we&~ dimension of BSS patches can ~e 1uite large. Sizes up to 7000 km 

ha",e been seen, and the outer limit may be significantly larger because BSS has 

been observed from soon after sunset (7 F~() until well after sunrise (7 AM). 

A paper describing BSS is in the final stage of preparation. 
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E AND F REGION COUPLING 

R.A. Heelis 

The procedures developed to model the electrodynamic coupling of the E and 

F regions have been applied to simple diurnal tides in the E-region. The 

resulting F-region current distribution has been studied in relation to the 

E-region conductivity to determine its effectiveness in producing the post 

sunset enhancement in vertical ion drift observed at the dip equator. 

It appears that the degree to which such an enhancement is observable 

depends upon the relative diurnal phase difference between the E-region conduc

tivity distribution, the F-region neutral east-west wind, and the F-region east

west ion drift. The east-west wind produces the largest F-region field aligned 

currents near sunset when the time lag between the change in sign of the neutral 

wind and the ion drift is a maximum. These large field aligned currents must be 

driven across the large E-region conductivity gradient that exists at this time 

and the resulting enhanced electric field produces the observed drift paths. 

We have successfully modelled the physics describing this problem and Figure 1 

shows the vertical ion drift at the equator that is produced by the F-region 

field aligned currents. 

Several questions remain to be answered and different situations to be 

modelled. We must first determine the effects of the E-region conductivity on 

the magnitude of the ollserved drift and then ascertain what contribution if any 

can be made to this simple picture by semi-diurnal tides. Following this study, 

8easonal effects in the F-region can be studied by changing th~ neutral wind 

field and the distribution of ionization. Our ultimate goal is to delineate 

the dominant factors producing the observed seasonal dependence in F-region 

drifts and then to attempt to add some degree of self-consistency between the 

F-region ion drifts and the distribution of ionization. 
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THE MEASUREMENT OF INDIVIDUAL ION FLOW VELOCITIES 

R.A. Heelis 

We have pursued the concept of using a repeller and compensator grid pair 

+ in the ion drift meter to minimize the effect of the H repeller voltage on the 

heavier ion arrival angle. 

The grid configuration for such a detector is shown in Figure 2 where the 

compensator grid will be negatively biased to ;rovide focusing rather than 

defocusing in the drift space. We hA_~ ,erformed particle trajectory calculations 

for such a grid arrangement to determine the ratio of repeller to compensator 

+ voltage required to minimize the distrurbance to 0 ions. We have assumed a 

spacecraft velocity of 7.5 km/sec so that 0+ ions have an incident energy of 4.7 

eVe Table 1 shows the repeller and compensator potentials that produce the minimum 

effect. It can be seen that over the repeller voltage range required to exclude 

+ H ions a constant ratio of repeller to compensator potential can be used. 

The detection scheme itself will utilize a relatively low frequency (200 Hz) 

square wave with an amplitude of about 100 mV. This will be superimposed on the 

+ DC repeller voltage to produce a modulation in only the H ion current at the 

collector. Synchronous detection of the logarithmic ampliliers connected to 

+ each collector segment will isolate the H signal and using this signal as input 

to a linear difference amplifier will provide the H+ ion arrival angle in the 

usual way. Preliminary circuit and logic design is now underway and we expect 

to describe the flight operation of such a device in the next proposal period. 
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TABLE 1 

Compensator Voltage 

-0.108 
-0.222 
-0.344 
-0.472 
-0.609 
-0.756 
-0.912 
-1.080 
-1.262 
-1.458 
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PllODUCTION MECHANISM FOil BUllSTS OF HIGH ENEllGY PARTICLES 

W. J. Heikkila 

Dr. Heikkila attended the conference "Physics of the Jovian and Saturnian 

Magnetosphere" at the Applied Physics Laboratory. Johns Hopkins University. 

OctobEor 22-24. 1981. and presented a paper entitled "Natural Accelerator for 

Cosmic Plasmas." In it he described how a magnetized plasma can accelerate 

particles to very high energies by a two step process. First. linear accelera-

tion occurs along a newly-formed magnetic neutral line b~ an induced electric 

field; this induction· field is temporarily enhanced by the plasma along the 

neutral line, bec~use of the different topologies of rotational and irrotational 

fields. So~ ~qrticles are able to gain very high values of the first adiabatic 

invariant at low values of the magnetic field strength. I~l fact, this is simply 

a discharge of the neutral line. Second. betatron acceleration by the non-

conservative electric field can increase the energy orde~s of magnitude; this i. 

just magnetic compression. Both electrons and ions can be ~uergized to million. 

of electron volts by this two step process in a matter of seconds. This 

mechanism is effe~Live in the earth's magneto tail at substorm ons~t. in other 

magnetospheres, and in solar flares. 

The pa~t work was done assuming a uniform current density in the magnetotail. 

However. we have postulated that the current is filamentary in nacure, not 

uniform; such a filament is connected to an auroral arc. This filamentary nature 

of the cross-tail current is also important for producing an induction electric 

field. At the present time work has been undertaken with such a filament, at 

first with just an electrostatic field in the magnetotai1 to explain quiescent 

auroral arcs. After that, we intend to look at induction effects. and the 

creation of new neutral lines. and the two stage acceleration process again. 

-9-
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ION-NEUTRAL INTERACTIONS IN THE TERRESTRIAL MAGNr;TOSPHERE 

R.R. Hodges, R.P. Rohrbaugh and B.A. Tinsley 

Charge exchange of the neutral hydrogen and oxygen coronas of the earth 

with magnetospheric ions affects the ,:omposition and velocity distributions 

of both ions ~nd neutrals. Because iOI' kinetic energies generally exceed 

thos~ of neutrals, charge exchange results in a net heat transfer from ions 

to neutrals. This provides the 'hot' hydrogen of the exosphere, and most of 

the escaping and orbiting compondnts. Charge exchange is also thought to 

have significant effects on iun pitch angle distributions. 

Analytic methods of analysis of ~he effects of exospheric collisional 

p~ocesses have been of little value because of t;le nonequilibri\:m and spatially 

inhomogeneous natures of virtually all exo$pheric phonomena. What has 

recently proved to be fruitful i_ the adaptation of Monte Carlo exospheric 

simulation methods that were developed earlier at UTD in studies of the 

behavior of volatiles on the moon and Mercury. The feasibility of Monte Carlo 

simulation of the terrestrial exosphere has been demonstrated in an investigation 

of the infl'lence of the charge exchange reaction of neutral hydrogen and ionoc;pheric 

protons on the origin and morphology of 'hot' hydrogen (Hodges, Rohrbaugh, 

and Tinsley, 1981). 

We have formulated a new model of the ion temperature composition and concentration 

within the plasmasphere, which has an improved ion temperature variation in the criticaj 

re~ion for charge exchange, SOO km to 2000 km altitude, and a realistic solar cycle 

variation, and we are using it to prov,de improved production rates for both 

'hot' hydrogen and 'hot' oxygen. We h9ve included in the Mont~ Carlo calculations 

nel·tral·neutral collisions, especially ~ot + H and 0hot • H and high altitude H + H 

collisions which affect the satellite population. The collis~.onal advection of 

hydrogen atoms below the exobase by thermosphere winds is included. Models of 
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the terrestrial hydrogen exosphere are being computed for a range of solar activities, 

including maximu'1l and miniJll1lll conditions. In addition, we are invt!stigating Lyman a 

optical depth in the exosphere and its influence on the perturbation of atom trajec-

tories, particularly over the night hemisphere at distances less than 2 earth radii 

from the extension of the earth-sun axis. 

Reference: 

Hodges, R.R., R.P. Rohrbaugh, and B.A. Tinsley, "The effect of the charge exchange 
source on the v~~ocity and 'temperature' distributions and their anisotropies in 
the earth's exosphere," J. Geophys. Res., 86, 6917, 1981. 
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THDMAL ELECTRON BIRKELAND CU!UlEN'!S 

D. M. Klumpar 

During this funding period we l','ve continued our review of meaaurement 

techniques for thermal electron drift motion. At this time the commitment 

of time and funds to the design and breadboard construction ~f pos.ible detec

tot's does not seem wo:thwhllc. We have therefore concentrated our efforts on 

a rigorous unders\.:andin~ and formulation of the appHcat-le physics that will 

be required to intet'pret the signals from the re~~nance technique described 

in our proposal. 

The main thrust of cur investigations this year has been in the inter

pretation of satellite data to determine the location and conditions under 

which thermal electrons might be expected to carry a substantial fraction of 

the Birkeland currents. The ISIS 2 satellite provides an adequate pitch 

angle distribution of electrons with energies greater than about 5 eV and in 

addition is able to identify regions of field-aligned currents from their 

magnetic perturbations. These measurements hav~ enabled us to ident.ify the 

equatorward edge of the auroral zone in tlle 18:00 to 24:00 hrs local time 

sector as a region where we suspect that very low energy electt'ons are con

tributing to the total Birkeland current. 

In addition, it appe&,., that localized electric fields near the poleward 

edge of the auroral zone in the 24:0U hrs to 06:00 hrs LT sector may accelerate 

the thermal electrons to 5 or 10 eV when their flux can account for a signifi

cant amount of the ~urrent. The physical conditions under which such electron 

acceleration can exist must be carefully examined and correlations with local 

thermal electron number density and temp~~at~re must be csthered to fully 

describe the situation. 
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STRATOSP~IERIC ION COMPOSITION 

John H. Hoffman and A. J. Cunningham 
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The work being reported here concerns laboratory developmental 

studies of measurement techniques for sampling large cluster ions from 

a stratospheric pressure level (~ltorr) gas. This is in preparation 

for a proposed series of stratospheric balloon flights whose primary 

objective is to identify the positive and negative cluster ions in the 

altitude range 20 to 40 km and to measure their concentrations and 

variabilities. A~though this goal is similar to that of the studies 

I 2 by the groups of Arnold and Arijs , who have provided the first in 

situ measurements of the ion composition in the stratosphere, there 

are several important differences in the work planned here. Use of 

magnetic sector mass analyzers rather than quadrupole mass filters for 

the ion composition measurements will fill the recognized need for 

improvements in mass resolution (especially at masses exceeding 200 

amu) and extension of the mass range to be mapped in future stratospheric 

ion composition stadies. Both these requirements can be optimally 

achieved using the magnetic sector geometry. 

1 Recent pioneering studies by Arnold and co-workers and Arijs et 

2 
ale revealed the expected presence of hydrated cluster ions in the 

stratosphere and in addition a myriad of new families of ions having 

various trace atmospheric constituents attached to differe~t ion cores. 

Of special interest was the observations of large cluster ions containing 

H2S04, HN 3, CN and-.lCN. These pollutants are present at such low 

concentrations that unambiguous quantitative detection in the stratosphere 
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by other (optical and direct neutral maa. spectro .. trlc) detectlon 

_thode 1a very difficult. Indeed H:,'!S04 and CH3CN had eluded 

detection prlor to the ion .... spectro .. ter measure.eDt.. Thl. 

succe.s auggests that in .itu ion co~oaitlon .. aaure .. nta .taht 

now be further developed for the quantitative detection of trace 

gaae. in general (:ncluding pollutants> in the stratosphere. Such 

information can be obtained from relative count ratea (aa .... ur~~ by 

a mass spectro_ter) provideu the underlying ion che.t.try, .. aoelated 

kinetics and appropriate thermodynamic data (obtained from laboratory 

measurements) is available. Estimated detection limit. a. low a. 1 
J 1 ... 

ion/em have been suggested .•• 

If the analysis procedutes can be developed, a wealth of nev data 

con~ern1ng the identity. concentrationa and morphology of a.dor and 

minor trace gases could be anticipated. Such information would have 

illlll8(Uate ehvlronmental relevance because of continuing intereat in an 

i.ploved understanding of the effects of pollutants in modifying the 

earth's radiation budget. in destroying the life sustaining ozone layer 

~d also in evaluating auggeated formal links between ions in the 

3 stratosphere and weather and climate. Particular intereat in "2S04 

~rises because the stratospheric aerosol (Junge) lay.r conaists of a 75% 

sulfuric acid 25% water vapor mixture and because sulfuric Acid ia 

3 thought to be a major nucleating agent in the atmospnere. Information 

of the above type will be of critical importance in onloing efforta to 

develop tractable kinetic models of the neutral and ion ~hemi.try of 

the stratosphere. ~uch modelling efforta may ultimately prove uaeful 

in attempts to describe the long and sh~rt term effects of increa.ed 

~ollution on a 810bal scale. 
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An instrument package suitable for in situ sampling and 

measurement of positively and negatively charged species in the 

stratosphere has been identified. The design selected is a scaled 

veTsion of the analyzers used on the Pioneer Venus multi-probe aission 

in 1978 to measure the ion composition of the lower atmosphere of 

4 that planet. The analyzer has three output channels (see Table 1 

for parameter sUDllll8ry) that cover the mass ranges 12-48, 40-160 and 

150-600 amu with resolutions, (10% valley between adjacent peaks of 

equal amplitude) of 60, 150 and 500 respectively on the low, mid 

and high mass ranges. Another important characteristic of the 

magnetic analyzer is illustrated graphically in the bottom of Figure 1. 

Shown is a sample spectrum obtained from the low mass channel of the 

Pioaeer Venus instrument following electron impact of a gas sample 

containing the rare gases Kr and Ie. Intended to cover only the 1-16 

amu mass range, this graph shows the result of decreasing the ion 

acceleration voltage exponentially with time so that the scale of the 

abscissa is logarithmic i.n mass. On this t:ype of plot, peak width 

is cpproximately independent of uass, resulting in increasing overlap 

of adjacent peaks. The spectrum clearly ~hows the presence of krypton 

(80-86 amu) and xenon (128-136 amu) at nearly 10 times the mass for 

which the channel was designed to operate, but with no identification 

of isotopic abundances. + At the top of Figure 1 is the spectrum of Xe 

obtained Simultaneously by the high mass channel of the same instrument. 

For the proposed stratospheric balloon flights the mass snalyzers will 

be capable of resolving 500 amu peaks on their high mass/resolution channels, 

and by analogy with the bottom graph of Figure 1, they will provide more 

poorly resolved spectra to about 5000 8DlU. This ability to disperse 
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very hiah ...... (alb.it with poorer resolution) i. unique to the 

map.tic •• ctor aeo_try and represents a .. jor advanc. over that 

attainable using quadrupole analyz.rs whose resolution rapidly 

deteriorates at higher mass. 

Following the selection of an analyzer desip, laboratory studies 

were initiated to gain experience in the preparation and non-destructive 

sampling of very large cluster ion species and the transport of such 

ions from ambient stratospheric pressures to the high vacuum conditioas 

5 of the analyzer itself. In this context, it is important to note that 

in a magnetic sector analyzer the applied accelerating electric field 

is inversely proportional to mass. This situation should prove 

advantageous in the transport of the larger ion species through the 

mass analyzer with a minimum of breakup. In comparison, applied fields 

are directly proportional to the ion maso in quadrupole analyzers and 

1 Arnold et a1. have reported proble1DS in sampling of weakly bound cluster 

ions. For the purpose of producing large ion clusters in the laboratory 

a cooled ion source has been developed. 

One version of the ion source that has been tested consists of a 

set of concentric rings between which a high voltage (>lOOOV) is applied 

that causes a glow discharge to occur in the gas in the chamber in which 

it is mounted. The pressure in this chamber is typically held between 

1 and 5 torr. It is a flow through system pumped by a rotary fore pump. 

Ions are extracted from this chamber through a set of two slits in series 

that define a differentially pumped region (an oil diffusion pump matn

-4 tains a pressure of the order of 10 torr between the slits). Beyond 

the second slit is the ~gnetic sector field mass analyzer in a large 

chamber pumped by a large turbo-molecular pump. Pressure in this chamber 

-7 -6 is maintained in the 10 to 10 torr range. The glow discharge chamber, 
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which is internal to the inte~d1ate pre •• ure ch-.ber, i. cooled 

by liquid nitrogen. 

"nle .y.te. haa been debugged and is now operational. Te.ta haft 

been run using xenon, krypton, vater vapor in air, .ulfur hexafluoride 

and carbon dioxide. Figure 2 i8 a sp ~ctrua of SF6 fro. 30 to 363 aau. 

SOlie of the peaks are labeled in au. nte nUlllbera above the peaks 

refer to the approxillate ion accelerating voltage at the time the peak 

was read. The vertical scale is a 6 decade log scale. This 8pectru. 

was taken with a wide entrance slit on the ... 8 spectro_ter. Sub

sequent work will involve optillizing the slit dimensions and differential 

pumping system. However, this source deSign is not ideal for producing 

large cluster ions since the ions experience the internally applied 

breakdown fields during their residence time in the source. Such fields 

cause dissociation of large cluster ions. 

Another design presently being evaluated to overcome the problem 

described above employs an externally generated electron beam which is 

directed into the source itself through a small (side mounted) slit of 

similar dimensions to the exit slit of the source. The electron beam 

impacting the source gas produces primary ions which cluster but now 

without the complicating presence of internal fields. The beam can 

be used in either the pulsed or continuous mode. A prototype design is 

presently being tested. 
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TABLE 1 

INSTRtlMl'NT PARAMETER SUMMARY 

INSTRUMENT : Magnetic sector field 1188. spectrOMter with 

differentially cryo-pumped entrance system. 

MEASURED PARAMETERS: P:>sitive and negative ion concentrations (ODe 

MASS RANGE: 

RESOLUTION: 
(10% valley) 

SENSITIVITY: 

POWER: 

WEIGHT: 

SIZE: 

mass analyzer for each) 

Three output channels from each analyzer. 

Low range: 12-48 au 

Mid range: 40-160 alllu 

High range: 150-600 amu, extended to 5000 amu 

Low range: 60 

Mid range: 150 

High range: 500 

(unit mass identification to 600 amu) 

1 ion/em3 for 1 sec accumulation period. 

9 w 

US kg 

80 em dia (hermetically sealed spherical gondola) 
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Quantum Ver.u. Cla •• ic.l Concept. in Sp.ce Pl.... Pby.ic. 

B. L. Cragin 

Thi. inveLtigation concern. itselt witb the interpretation of magnetic 

reconnection (or merging> in quantum-mecbanical terms. It i. well known 

tbat a number of essentially classical pla ... phy.ic. phenomena can be clearly 

and simply elucidated in terms of quantum-mechanical concepts. Even tbough 

the introduction of sucb ideas in a classical context is in principle unnece.-

sary, one can nevertbeless gain useful insight in this way. We believe tbat 

the same may be true for magnetic reconnection. 

In our most recent proposal a description was given of magnetic reconnection 

in the vacuum limit, and of the role played in this limit by quantum fluctuations 

of the electromagnetic field in producing a region analogous to the diffusion 

zone of ordinar-· reconnection theory. 

It was suggested at that time, mainly on the strength of order-of-magnitude 

type arguments, that resistive magnetic reconnection in plasmas (at least insofar 

as diffusion zone phenomena are concerned) might be treated using essentially 

the same type of field-theoretic approach, but taking electrostatic field 

contributions and thermal fluctuations into account, and noting that the 

additional fluctuations of purely quantum origin play a negligible role in 

this case. A major research accomplishment during this report p~riod has been 

the complet10n of a fairly rigorous demonstration that the average "frictional" 

force due to electron-ion collisions (and hence, by inference, also the plasma 

resistivity and magnetic diffusivity) can in fact be derived in this way. The 

fluctuation-dissipation theorem of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics 

forms the cornerstone of this approach. In a factorization approximation, 

results completely consistent with conventional plasma transport theory were 
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obtained. This pOlitive result tends to support the conclusion that th.s. 

seemingly very different phenomena really are quite closely related conc.p

tually, and we believe that we thus have at least the beginningl of • quantum 

description of magnetic reconnection. 
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SOt.All WIND MAGNETOSPHERE INTERACTION 

W. J. Heikkila 

A paper wa. pre.ented at the lAGA meeting in Edinburg. Scotland (August 3-

15. 1981) on this topic. and also at the meeting at Yosemite. California 

(January 25-29. 1982) on "Origin of Plasma. and Ellictric Fie1."s in the Magneto-

sphere." A paper. based on these qualitative ideas. 18 now being written 

for publication. 

An important part of the interaction i. the que.tion of entry of solar wind 

plasma (or magnetosheath plasma) through the maanetopause current into the 

boundary layer. A new process of impulsive entry has been published by Dr. 

Heikkila (Geophysical Research Letters, 1. 159, 1982). It is assumed that a 

localized plasma cloud of maanetosheath plasma with some excess momentum distorts 

the surfdce of the maanetopause. and its associated currents. inducing an electric 

field that can be of the order of 1 mV/m. This induction electric field by 

itself is just what is needed so that the plasma can follow the moving maaneto-

pause. A normal component of the magnetic field B through the maguetopause 
n 

will permit a S1II.II11 field-I'.ligned polarization current; this current willieliver 

charge that will create an electrostatic field. The normal component of the 

total electric field will be reduced (perhaps to zero) while the tangential 

component will be enhanced. This enhancement will allow the cloud to continue 

moving toward the moving magnetop,use. At the same time the plaama particles 

will be slightly energized, und being propelled by the mirror force -~VB they 

will become more field aligned as they go through the maanetopause. Energy 

for these events comes from the excess momentum via the induction electric field. 

Once inside the moving maanetopause. the cloud can go across field lines 

(either open or closed) until it 10se8 its excess momentum. A cross-sectional 
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slice of the plasma cloud (at the inner adle of the magnetopau.e current) act. 

as a generator; the whole process can be relarded .s an electric circuit, with 

a generate. precedinl the loa~, the trailinl portion of the current. Lo.sea 

of particles, momentum, and energy will occur; the mechanism described is one 

possible form of "viscous interaction" between. the shocked solar wind and the 

magnetosphere. The total amount of pINer goinl into the plasma 13 likely to be 

11 much less than 5 x 10 watts, and may even be negative, indicatinl the futility 

of searching for dissipation of this magnitude. In a further paper ISEE 

electric field measurementa were analyzed that lave lood support for this model. 

Now we are beginning work on the motion of individual charled particles with ~he 

topology of magnetic and electric ,ields that was assumed in the ab~ve papers to 

find the plasma response, in particular the effect of the ~ X ! forces, and the 

energy relationships. 
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ZOOM IMAGING SPECTROMETER 

B.A. Tinsley 

The concpet of using a zoom lens in conjunction with an annular aperture 

to change the angle of incidence of light transmitted by a Aabry Perot Etalon, 

or an interference filter, and thereby provide a spectral scan, has been 

tested and shown feasible. A zoom lens with 3:1 focal ratio designed for 35DD11 

photography and a variable diaphragm have been motorized with stepping motors, 

and controlled by a borrowed ftpple II computer through int~rface boards which 

we have constructed. We have tested the system with a filter of nominal 3 A 

bandwidth and have used it to obtain a spectrum over a range of about 30 A 

in ~he vicinity of 7774 A. 

The system works well and we were able to make measurements on nightglow 

hydrOXYl emission and the 01 7774 e~:.sion due to radiative recombination in the 

mid latitude F regions, with an instrument that was stable, light and easily 

directed to variou3 sky directions, and which provided a spectrum with high 

resolution and high sensitivity over a much wider spectral range than is feasible 

with a tilting filter of comparable si:e and bandwidth. 

We are continuing with tests to explore the system's full potential, and have installed 

a better photomultiplier cooling system, which will allow use of a higher resolution 

but lower throughput Fabry Perot Etalon, and observations of weaker sources. 

We propose to work on the design of a larger unit with a mosaic of several 

interference filt~rs and/or a large Fabry Perot in front of the objective, and to 

design a larger but optically simpler zoom or varifocal lens with about a 10:1 

!oom ratio to allow a larger scannillg range. 
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